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Abstract 
Interaction of a shock wave with a jet of light gas 
surrounded by an ambient heavy gas generates vorticity 
around the perimeter of the jet. This rolls the jet into 
a pair of counterrotating, finite-core size vortices. The 
canonical problem is the two-dimensional, unsteady in-
teraction in a finite channel. The dynamics of the vortex 
pair are controlled by the incident shock strength, the 
light/heavy gas density ratio, and the channel spacing. 
Analytical expressions are derived which describe the 
strength and motion of the vortex pair as a function 
of these parameters. Numerical simulations shQw good 
agreement with these models. Various perturbations on 
the single jet flow are investigated with the goal of desta-
bilizing the vortex pair and further enhancing the mix-
ing. Single jet shape perturbations are relatively ineffec-
tive. However, an array of jets can dramatically increase 
the mixing. Another effective method is to form a re-
flected shock. Finally, an analogy to the corresponding 
three-dimensional, steady flows is demonstrated both 
qualitatively and quantitatively. This allows an un-
derstanding of the dynamics and mixing of the two-
dimensional, unsteady flows to be directly applied to 
three-dimensional, steady flows typical of SCRAMJET 
designs. 
Introduction 
The motivation for the study of shock-induced vor-
tical flows is the combustion of fuel and oxidizer in a 
supersonic combustion ramjet, such as the proposed Na-
tional Aerospace Plane. In such a vehicle, supersonic air 
flow into the combustion chamber limits the residence 
time to only a few milliseconds. This imposes a severe 
requirement for rapid and efficient mixing of fuel and 
oxidizer. 
Marble, et al. 4 ,5 proposed the mechanism of shock-
induced vorticity generation as a possible means for 
achieving this mixing. In particular, they showed that 
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the interaction of a jet of light gas would generate vortic-
ity around the perimeter of the jet. This vorticity would 
then cause the jet to roll up at its front and rear edges, 
stirring and mixing the light gas with the ambient heavy 
gas (Figure 1). They also qualitatively argued that the 
three-dimensional (3-D), steady flow in an actual in-
jector design should be analogous to a two-dimensional 
(2-D), unsteady flow which is often more conveniently 
studied, either experimentally or computationally. In 
the 3-D flow, an oblique shock passes vertically upward 
through the jet as it moves downstream. In the anal-
ogous 2-D flow (Figure 2), a normal shock propagates 
through a planar region of light gas as a function of 
time, and the gas rolls up at its upper and lower edges. 
The present work is an analytical and computa-
tional investigation of the shock-induced vortical flow in 
the 2-D, unsteady case. Two broad aims can be stated. 
One is to develop a comprehensive description of the 
canonical problem. The problem is investigated compu-
tationally, by solution of the governing differential equa-
tions with various initial conditions. This establishes 
a qualitative understanding of the important flow fea-
tures, as well as quantifying the behavior over a range 
of flow parameters. Then, independently of the com-
putations, analytical models for the flow are developed 
and compared against the computations. This provides 
the ability to predict key features of the flow without 
having to perform expensive and time-consuming com-
putations. 
The second aim is to characterize the mixing of 
shock-induced vortical flows, for the canonical problem 
and also for variations on the canonical problem that 
represent configurations more appropriate to a real flow. 
Computations are performed for both single jet shape 
perturbations and multiple jet geometrical variations. 
This gives a qualitative understanding of how each case 
differs from the canonical flow. Finally, a means of char-
acterizing the mixing is developed and used to make 
quantitative comparisons. 
The Computational Algorithm 
The conservation equations for continuity, momen-
tum, energy, and species are integrated on a Gray Y-MP 
computer using LCPFCT,6 an explicit, Eulerian finite-
difference, flux-corrected transport algorithm. 
The flow is initialized by specifying density, veloc-
ity, pressure, and concentration fields for the jet, the 
ambient fluid surrounding the jet, and the normal shock 
wave impinging from left to right. The jet is initialized 
using a similarity solution for the mixing layer at the 
edge of an axisymmetric jet, at a plane several diame-
ters downstream from the nozzle. 
During the computation, the domain is moved in 
time to track the developing vortex pair. Full details of 
the computational technique are given in Reference 11. 
Computations of the Canonical Problem 
Qualitative Description 
Consider again the interaction shown in Figure 2. 
The inviscid vorticity equation can be written as 
Dw 1 m = p2 (~x SZp) + ... , 
giving a rate of g;eneration of vorticity proportional to 
the cross product of the density and pressure gradients. 
As the shock wave passes over the jet, vorticity is de-
posited around the circumference of the jet, as shown 
in Figure 2(b). The density gradient, due to the density 
jump at the circumference of the jet, is everywhere ra-
dially outward. The pressure gradient, due to the pres-
sure jump across the shock, points upstream. Where the 
pressure gradient is perpendicular to the density gradi-
ent (8 = ±7r/2), the vorticity is maximum. Where the 
two gradients are parallel (8 = 0, 7r), the vorticity is 
zero. Elsewhere, the vorticity is intermediate. 
The deposited vorticity will initially cause the jet 
to roll up into a kidney-shaped structure, as shown in 
Figure 2(c). As time goes on, the vorticity will coalesce 
and the structure will evolve toward a vortex pair with 
finite core size, as shown in Figure 2( d). 
It will be more convenient to present results in 
nondimensional variables, indicated by an overbar. All 
lengthscales are normalized by Ro, the initial radius of 
the jet, all velocities are normalized by CI, the speed of 
sound in the ambient fluid ahead of the shock, and all 
times are normalized by Ro/cl' Densities and pressures 
are normalized by PI and PI, the values in the ambient 
fluid ahead of the shock. 
Figure 3 shows density contour plots from a com-
putation of a M=l.l incident shock with an isolated 
single circular helium jet in air (light/heavy gas density 
ratio PLiPH = 0.138). Notice that, in the nondimen-
sional variables defined above, the radius of the jet is 
unity. The development of the structure verifies the 
predictions of Figure 2. At t = 0+, the shock wave 
passes over the jet and vorticity is deposited around 
the circumference. It is the self-induced motion from 
the vorticity distribution that drives the development 
of the structure. At t = 10, the circular section de-
forms to a kidney shaped structure. At t = 30 the 
contours begin to coalesce into the characteristic closed 
shape of a vortex core, and this pinches off a region of 
lower vorticity fluid as an upstream taiL At the down-
stream end, a well-defined thin filament connects the 
upper half plane vortex with its lower half plane im-
age. At t = 40, note the emergence of smooth closed 
contours in the centers of the vortices, indicating sta-
bilization. At t = 50, each core experiences a strong 
horizontal induced velocity from its image. Thus the 
cores move downstream much more rapidly than the 
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tails, which stretch upstream as they trail behind. The 
remainder of the time history shows continued devel-
opment toward a steady-state vortex pair with trailing 
low-vorticity tails. 
Quantitative Description 
The overall fluid mechanical behavior, i.e., strength 
and motion of the vortex pair, may be determined from 
the computations as follows. 
Consider again the M=1.1, h/PH = 0.138 flow 
of Figure 3. The circulation about one of the vorti-
cal structures is shown in Figure 4( a). It is calculated 
by evaluating the integral 
around a rectangular contour coincident with the upper-
half-plane of the flow field. The circulation rises r~pidly 
as the shock passes through the jet, the peak (at t = 4) 
corresponding to the point where the transmitted shock 
is just exiting the downstream end of the jet. There-
after there are some very small oscillations due to var-
ious ~eflected and transmitted waves, but the changes 
due to these waves are small and may be neglected. 
The x-trajectory is shown in Figure 4(b). This is 
defined as the center of mass fraction, in the x-direction, 
relative to the moving fluid behind the shock, i.e., 
_ _ Ixf dA 
x
cm! = If dA 
There is a small early time dip just after the shock 
passes over the jet, when the still stationar.y jet a~­
pears to move backwards relative to the movmg ambI-
ent fluid. However, the deposited vorticity soon acceler-
ates the structure to a velocity faster than the ambient 
fluid. Throughout the development of the vortex pair, 
the trajectory is very steady, the velocity of translation 
U == axem! / dt being essentially constant. . 
The V-trajectory (or half-spacing of the vortex paIr) 
is shown in Figure 4( c). This is defined as the center of 
mass fraction, in the V-direction, of the upper half plane 
portion of the structure, i. e., 
Iyf dA 
Ycm! == If dA 
The trajectory shows a rapid initial increase as the lobes 
first develop (t=O to 20). After this point, there are 
small fluctuations as the vortex continues to stabilize, 
but Vern! asymptotically approaches a steady-state value, 
denoted by Voo' 
Computations were also performed for circular jets 
with different shock strengths and light/heavy gas den-
sity ratios. As the shock strength was increased or the 
light/heavy gas density ratio was decreased, the struc-
ture developed more rapidly and was more nearly an 
ideal vortex pair. Steady-state values of circulation, 
half-spacing, and velocity for the family of canonical 
flows are summarized in Table 1. In some cases, the 
computation was not carried out long enough for some 
parameters to reach steady-state conditions. 
M pdPH r Yco U 
1.05 0.138 0.24 0.72 0.D18 
1.1 0.138 0.45 0.75 0.033 
1.2 0.138 0.72 0.82 0.054 
1.5 0.138 0.97 1.00 0.063 
2.0 0.138 1.20 1.00 0.070 
1.1 0.354 0.272 0.82 0.0195 
1.1 0.569 0.162 Not Steady 
1.1 0.785 0.075 Not Steady 
2.0 0.354 0.765 1.20 0.0300 
2.0 0.569 0.448 1.20 0.0193 
2.0 0.785 0.205 Not Steady 
Table 1 - r, y=, and U for the canonical flows 
Analytical Models for the Canonical Problem 
Circulation 
The strength of the vortex pair, throughout the de-
velopment from post-shock roll-up to late-time steady-
state, is completely characterized by a single value of r. 
Since this circulation is determined only by the initial 
interaction, it should be a function of only the shock 
strength and the density ratio. Various authors have 
attempted to develop models to describe this relation-
ship. 
The problem was first considered by Rudinger and 
Somers,9 using an impulsive motion analysis. Although 
they did not derive an explicit formula for circulation, 
their results may be manipulated to give 
r = ~ - v (1 - h/PH) 
Yco 2 1 + - / . 
7r PL PH 
1)2 is the velocity behind the shock, which is purely a 
function of M. Note that the formula predicts a de-
pendence on the vortex half-spacing, 11:x:' Rudinger and 
Somers did not measure circulation or vortex core spac-
ing, so a direct comparison between their model and 
their results can not be made. 
Picone, et ai. 7,8 analytically integrated the vorticity 
equation to give 
However, their own computations, for the case of a he-
lium cylinder in air, showed that their model overpre-
diets the computed circulation by a factor of two. 
Most recently, using simple one-dimensional gasdy-
namics, Hendricks and Marble2 derived a set of coupled, 
nonlinear equations that could be solved numerically for 
r as a function of M and h/PH' The disadvantages 
of this method are that the physical dependences can 
not be easily visualized, and that the equations are te-
dious, although straightforward, to solve numerically. 
Hendricks and Marble showed good agreement between 
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their model and their computations for two low Mach 
number He/air cases. 
One would like to have a model that is both accu-
rate and easy to use. The present derivation is as fol-
lows. Consider a cross section through an axisymmetric 
circular jet, as shown in Figure 5. The radius of the 
jet is Ro, and the interface is idealized as a sharp step 
discontinuity in density. The light jet gas has density 
PL and the heavy gas has density PH (=PI)' A shock 
wave of strength M approaches from left to right. The 
density and pressure ratios across the shock wave « )1 
= ahead and ( h = behind) are 
and 
P2 (,1 + I)M2 
PI bI - 1 )M2 + 2 
P2 = 1 + ( 2,1 ) (M2 _ 1). 
PIlI + 1 
The vorticity production term of the vorticity equation 
IS 
Dw 1 
-==-(yxSY)+·.·. Dt p2 
The vorticity is perpendicular to the plane of the jet, 
~ = we •. Integrating the vorticity equation for w gives 
l co 1 w = 2' I~ x s:'.P1 dt o P 
1 100 = 2' I~IISYI sin8 dt 
P 0 
1 100 = 2' /:>.p 8(r - Ro) /:>.p 8(x - Vat) sin8 dt 
P 0 
1 /:>.p /:>.p . 
=- - -sm88(r-Ro). 
V. P P 
Having this expression for the vorticity, integrating over 
half the area of the jet gives the circulation: 
f== / / wdA 
1 /:>.p /:>.p 111'100 
= IT - - 8(r - Ro) sin8 r dr d8 
Va P P 0 0 
= 2Ro /:>.p /:>.p 
V. P P 
It is necessary to choose suitable values of p, one for the 
pressure term, and one for the density term. Since the 
pressure gradient is due to the shock, choose P2 for the 
pressure term, and since the density gradient is across 
the interface, choose the average density at the interface, 
(PL + PH )/2, for the density term. The circulation then 
becomes 
f = 4Ro /:>.p ( /:>.p ) 
V. P2 PL + PH . 
Finally, nondimensionalize all lengths by Ro, all densi-
ties by PI, all pressures by PI, all velocities by CI, and 
the circulation by Rocl' The circulation then becomes 
One can test this model against those described 
earlier, in predicting the computed circulation data of 
Table 1. The results are tabulated in Table 2, for the 
cases which were computed to steady state. 
Compo Predicted 
M h/pH l' f(R-S) l'(P-B) l'(H-M) f(Yang) 
1.05 0.138 0.240 0.113 0.310 0.196 0.228 
1.1 0.138 00450 0.230 0.584 0.376 00412 
1.2 0.138 0.720 00483 1.056 0.699 0.690 
1.5 0.138 0.970 1.339 2.113 1.455 1.130 
2.0 0.138 1.200 20410 3.402 2.338 1.420 
1.1 0.354 0.272 0.159 0.318 0.239 0.260 
2.0 0.354 0.765 1.824 1.787 1.415 0.896 
1.1 0.569 0.162 0.098 0.172 0.144 0.150 
2.0 0.569 0.448 1.049 0.969 0.863 0.515 
1.1 0.785 0.075 0.038 0.074 0.069 0.066 
2.0 0.785 0.205 0.461 0.417 0.453 0.226 
Table 2 - Computed and predicted l' 
The present ('Yang') model appears to give the 
best result, with about 15% maximum deviation be-
tween predicted and computed values. The Hendricks 
and Marble ('H-M') model works reasonably well, but 
the Rudinger and Somers (,R-S') and Picone and Boris 
('P-B') models are as much as a factor of 2 in error. 
Characteristic Time 
One would also like to have a model to describe 
the characteristic time for development of a flow. This 
would provide the ability to make temporal comparisons 
between different flows within the same family. For ex-
ample, given a full description of the time-dependent 
flow for specific values of M and 15 Lip H, one could pre-
dict the times for equivalent stages of development if 
either of these initial conditions were changed. 
A characteristic time for the interaction can be for-
mulated as 
HlV 
T== --r . 
where H is a characteristic height, W is a characteristic 
width, and r is the circulation. For H, one takes Ro, 
the vertical dimension, and for L, one takes (pI! P2)Ro, 
the horizontal dimension just after the shock has passed 
(the factor (pI! P2) accounts for the streamwise compres-
sion due to the shock). Therefore, 
PI R6 
T=- -
P2 r 
Nondimensionalizing and substituting the previous ex-
pressions for l' and P2/ PI gives 
'F = ('I + 1) (~) (1 + pdPH) 
8 M2 - 1 1 - PL / P H 
This model can be tested against the data from the 
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computations. For example, the model predicts that 
r(M = 1.l,pLipH = 0.785) / 'F(M = 1.l,h/pH = 
0.569) = 2.29, so that a M=1.1, h/pH = 0.785 flow at 
t=91.6 and a M=1.1, h/pH = 0.569 flow at t=40 should 
represent equivalent stages of development. Times t = 
90 and 40 are shown in Figure 6. The agreement is quite 
good. Other comparisons may be found in Reference 11. 
Normalized Velocity 
The late-time structure resulting from the inter-
action of a shock wave and a single jet is essentially 
a vortex pair with finite core size, in a channel of fi-
nite height. Relative to the ambient fluid, the structure 
moves downstream with a velocity due to the induced 
motion of each vortex by the other. 
The simplest model for the motion of a vortex pair 
is the potential flow of a point vortex pair in an un-
bounded domain, which predicts the normalized veloc-
ity to be UYoo/l' = 1/(4r.). This model would be an 
accurate representation of the velocity in the simulta-
neous limits of core size tending toward zero and channel 
spacing tending toward infinity. Qualitatively, it is clear 
that this model represents an upper limit for the veloc-
ity that can be realized in an actual flow. As either the 
core size or channel spacing becomes finite, the velocity 
must decrease below Uyoo/l' = 1/(4r.). 
First consider the effect of channel spacing alone. 
This problem consists of a pair of point vortices in a 
bounded domain. The vortex spacing is 2yoo and the 
channel spacing is 2h. The solution is a superposition of 
the point vortex solution, treating each wall or horizon-
tal line of symmetry as a line of reflection. The result 1 I 
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Next consider the effect of finite core size alone. 
The model for this flow is a vortex pair with constant 
vorticity inside a finite core, in an unbounded domain. 
The simplifying assumption of constant vorticity, al-
though not realizable in an actual flow, should be a 
reasonable approximation when the vortex core is large 
compared to the vorticity gradient at the edge of the 
region. 
The solution takes the form of a perturbat.ion anal-
ysis, with perturbation parameter c == R/yoo. The un-
perturbed flow is a pair of circular vortices with initial 
radii R. The flow is assumed to be incompressible with 
uniform density throughout. The vortices are charac-
terized by w = constant, l' = constant, A = constant, 
and therefore, R == (A/r.)1/2 = constant. 
The boundary is allowed to deform subject to the 
kinematical condition that the vortex pair moves, with-
out change of spacing, downstream at a constant ve-
locity. Both the boundary shape and the translational 
velocity are expressed as perturbation expansions in c. 
These conditions introduce one constraint equation and 
two undetermined expansions involving unknown coef-
ficients times powers of t. 
The boundary conditions at the vortex boundary 
require continuity of both normal and tangential veloci-
ties there. In addition, the normal velocity of each point 
on the boundary must satisfy the constraint of steady 
translational motion at the velocity of the vortex pair. 
These conditions introduce three more constraint equa-
tions. 
The velocities inside and outside the boundary are 
also expanded in the perturbation parameter €. Each 
velocity field is a superposition of self-induced velocities 
and velocities induced by the other vortex. The lowest 
order 'inner, self' contribution is due to a solid body 
rotation. The lowest order 'inner, other' contribution is 
due to a point vortex. The lowest order 'outer, self' and 
'outer, other' terms are due to a point vortex. Higher or-
der terms, which involve corrections for deformation of 
boundary shape, are distinguished as 'inner' and 'outer,' 
but not as 'self' and 'other.' It is convenient to express 
the complex velocity fi - iv is an analytic function of the 
complex variable z = x + iy, so that the 'correction' ve-
locities may be expressed as appropriate Laurent series 
in z. The 'inner' velocity is described by a series hav-
ing only positive powers of""E, while the 'outer' velocity 
is described by a series having only negative powers of 
z. These conditions introduce two more undetermined 
expansions. 
At this point, there are four equations and four ex-
pansions, so the unknown coefficients in the expansions 
may be determined, term-by-term, by powers of epsilon. 
The algebraic manipulations are tremendous, especially 
at higher orders. To 6-th order, the normalized velocity 
is given byll 
u~ (X) = 2- __ 1 (Ii) 4 + 0 ( Ii ) 6 
r 411' 3271' Y (X) Y (X) 
For convenience in the derivation of this solution, 
the density was assumed uniform everywhere. Such is 
not the case in the actual flow. For consistency with the 
assumption of piecewise constant vorticity, one should 
at least model the density as piecewise constant: low 
inside the vortex core and high outside the vortex core. 
However, it can be shown11 that the uniform density 
solution gives the same result for normalized velocity as 
in the case of piecewise constant density. 
Combining the two previous results gives an expres-
sion for normalized velocity that includes the effect of 
both vortex core size and channel spacing. To lowest 
order, the result is 
One can test this model using data from the com-
putations listed in Table 1. The size of the vortex core, 
is based on the mass fraction-weighted area, 
A= J fdA. 
Table 3 lists the computed and predicted normal-
ized velocities for the canonical flows. 
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Computed Predicted 
M h/PH R/y(X) Yco/Ii Uyoo/l' Uy(X)/l' 
1.05 0.138 1.054 0.180 0.0540 0.0600 
1.1 0.138 0.987 0.188 0.0550 0.0618 
1.1 0.354 0.898 0.205 0.0588 0.0627 
1.2 0.138 0.881 0.200 0.0600 0.0636 
1.5 0.138 0.669 0.238 0.0617 0.0626 
2.0 0.138 0.547 0.250 0.0583 0.0618 
2.0 0.354 0.456 0.300 0.0471 0.0542 
2.0 0.569 0.444 0.300 0.0517 0.0542 
Table 3 - Computed and predicted Uy(X)/l' 
The model slightly overpredicts the computed nor-
malized velocities, but the trends are well reproduced. 
For example, Figure 7 shows the expected behavior for 
a family of fixed density ratio flows: (a) as ~1 increases, 
the vortices become more compact so their velocity in-
creases; (b) at the same time, they approach the chan-
nel walls so their velocity decreases; (c) both effects to-
gether lead to a slightly concave downward dependence 
on M. This behavior is confirmed by both the model and 
the computations for the case h/PH = 0.138 (Figure 
8). 
In these computations, the effects of vortex spac-
ing/channel spacing and vortex size/vortex spacing are 
implicit in the variation of M and h/PH' Computations 
were also performed9 for explicit variations in channel 
spacing, and, again, the model predicted the normalized 
velocities quite accurately. 11 
Variations on the Canonical Problem 
Up to this point, only the case of a single shock 
wave interacting with a single, isolated, circular jet has 
been considered. Although this canonical problem is 
convenient for studying the basic physics of the interac-
tion, it is not representative of flows that would occur 
in real devices. For example, real jets may be noncircu-
lar in shape. Also. there may be multiple shock waves 
in the domain. Finally, technological applications will 
probably involve arrays of multiple jets as opposed to a 
single jet. 
Single Jet Shape Perturbations 
Two families of perturbations to the single jet shape 
were computed: elliptical cross-sectional shape and cir-
cular shape with sinusoidal instabilities at the circum-
ference of the jet. The qualitative behavior of these 
flows were essentially the same as the circular jet: a 
dominant, stable vortex pair with trailing tails of low-
vorticity material. There were minor differences in the 
details of the flow, particularly in the size and character 
of the tails, but the basic flow pattern was unchanged. 
Details may be found in Reference 11. 
Reflected Shock Interactions 
Another possibility, especially in a closed domain, 
is that a reflected shock may reflect from the end wall 
and interact with the vortex pair formed by the incident 
shock. For example, Figure 9 shows the interaction of a 
late-time reflected normal shock formed by an incident 
M=2 shock in an h/PH = 0.138 flow. 
The interaction of the reflected shock with the vor-
tex core results in baroclinic generation of vorticity sim-
ilar, but opposite in sense, to that produced by the inci-
dent shock. For example, consider the upper half plane. 
The most important feature is the strong vorticity ini-
tially present in the vortex core. In the absence of this 
vorticity, the approximately circular core would behaw 
like the single circular jet considered previously. Vortic-
ity deposited in the outer half of the core would develop 
into a clockwise vortex, and vorticity deposited in the 
inner half would develop into a counterclockwise vortex. 
These vortices would convect upstream relative to the 
ambient velocity because of their mutually induced w-
locities. In this case, however, the strong counterclock-
wise initial vorticity suppresses the outer half's develop-
ment and enhances the inner half's development. The 
result is the formation of an asymmetrical vortex pair, 
consisting of a small, clockwise outer vortex and a large, 
counterclockwise inner vortex. The strong inner vortex 
induces a counterclockwise downward and inward mo-
tion of the weak outer vortex. The weak outer vortex 
induces negligible motion of the inner vortex. Thus the 
overall motion is a counterclockwise rotation of the weak 
outer vortex about the strong inner vortex. 
Multiple Jet Arrays 
Families of multiple jet configurations were also 
computed. The most effective configuration was found 
to be a horizontal pair of jets. For example, Figure 
10 shows a M=1.1, h/PH = 0.138 flow with an ini-
tial center-to-center jet spacing of 4 radii. At early 
times, each jet develops into a vortex pair similar to 
the isolated single circular jet case. But as time goes 
on, the vortex pairs interact, in a manner that can be 
predicted from simple induced motion considerations. 
Figure 1I( a) is a schematic of the vortex cores. The sin-
gle arrows illustrate the induced motion of each core due 
to all the others. For example, consider the UHP down-
stream core. It experiences a rightward velocity due to 
its LHP neighbor, an upward velocity due to its up-
stream UHP neighbor, and a rightward and downward 
velocity due to its upstream LHP neighbor. The net 
velocity, shown as a double arrow, is upward and right-
ward. Similarly, the net velocity of the UHP upstream 
core is downward and rightward. As the downstream 
cores move apart, they induce in each other smaller 
downstream velocities, and the pair decelerates. Sim-
ilarly, as the upstream cores move closer together, they 
induce in each other larger downstream velocities, and 
the pair accelerates. Thus, the upstream vortex pair is 
entrained into the downstream one. Figure l1(b) shows 
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the induced motion of the tail of the downstream UHP 
structure, due to the two UHP vortex cores. Its net mo-
tion is upward and to the left. Thus, the tail is pulled up 
and around the outer edge of the upstream UHP vortex 
core. 
Other configurations were also studied, including 
vertical jet pairs, horizontal jet trios, and equilateral jet 
trios. Full details may be found in Reference 11. 
Applications to Supersonic Combustion 
Mixing Measure 
The previous chapter presented qualitative discus-
sions of the fluid mechanics of a number of variations on 
the canonical flow. These flows are of interest insofar 
as they may be used to enhance the mixing of fuel and 
oxidizer in an application such as supersonic combus-
tion. Thus it is necessary to have a quantitative basis 
for comparing their mixing efficiencies. 
One may think of mixing as a two-step process, as 
shown in Figure 12. The first step, stretching, is a nec-
essary precursor to the second step, diffusion, because it 
is through gradient intensification that diffusive effects 
become important. Finite grid numerical simulations 
can accurately model kinematic effects such as stretch-
ing, but not molecular effects such as diffusion. When 
using numerical simulations, it is possible to measure 
mixing only indirectly, through the kinematics of the 
stretching precursor. 
Batchelor] investigated the effect of homogeneous 
turbulence on material elements of fluid. and found the 
best achievable stretching rate to be exponential. More 
recently, other investigators have found that exponential 
stretching is also possible, at least locally, in essentially 
inviscid two-dimensional unsteady or three-dimensional 
steady flows3 . In expectation of this possibility, one can 
define a specific stretching rate as 
1 DL D -L Dt = Dt [In(L )]. 
and study the approach to exponential stretching as ev-
idenced by the asymptotic behavior of this quantity as 
a function of time. L is the length of a material ele-
ment following the fluid, and is taken to be a particular 
mass-fraction level of interest. 
This choice of mass-fraction level is guided by flows 
of technological interest. Since the application of mixing 
is combustion, imagine a flow where the light gas is 
hydrogen, and the heavy gas is air, so that the balanced 
chemical equation is 
2H2 + (3.76N2 + O2 ) ---> 3.76Nz + 2HzO 
The stoichiometric fuel mass fraction is then found to 
be 
f = 2(2) = 0.028. 
• 2(2) + 3.76(28) + 2(16) 
The anticipated technological application for shock-
induced mixing is, of course, the National Aerospace 
Plane, which will carry an excess of hydrogen, beyond 
stoichiometric conditions, for cooling the structure in 
flight. Assuming a surplus on the order of 50%, this 
suggests that the actual fuel mass fraction will be 
f ~ 1.5f. = 1.5(0.028) = 0.042. 
Rounding upward, it is appropriate to pick f=0.05 as 
the contour whose stretching rate is of interest. 
In a purely kinematical flow, the length of any ma-
terial element will continue to stretch indefinitely. How-
ever, in numerical simulations (and in real flows), such 
is not the case. At some point, the features of interest 
will be stretched thinner than the grid size. and there 
will be an abrupt drop in the length of the mass fraction 
level of interest as resolution is lost. Or, there may be a 
gradual decrease in the rate of stretching due to numer-
ical dissipation (in a real flow, this would correspond to 
molecular diffusion, i.e., real mixing). In any case, the 
quantitative reliability of numerical data beyond that 
point can not be guaranteed. 
Thus, for a mixing measure. one can define a criti-
cal stretching rate as that rate which is achieved at the 
drop-off point. This represents the best lewl of stretch-
ing that is achieved in the flow. before resolution or 
diffusion losses become important. In almost all the 
cases, the plots of D[ln L]/Dt show a nearly straight-
line approach to this point, indicating that the global 
stretching can indeed be well represented by an expo-
nential expectation. I 1 
Stretching rates for the canonical flows are listed in 
Table 4. 
M h/PH D[ln L]/m 
1.05 0.138 0.007 
1.1 0.138 0.014 
1.2 0.138 0.024 
1.5 0.138 0.050 
2.0 0.138 0.085 
1.1 0.354 0.010 
1.1 0.569 0.006 
1.1 0.785 0.002 
2.0 0.354 0.061 
2.0 0.569 0.048 
2.0 0.785 0.035 
Table 4 - Stretching rates for the canonical flows 
The stretching rate increases as either the density 
ratio is decreased or the shock strength is increased, 
as both factors lead to increased induced motions and 
thus higher stretching rates. Note that the increase in 
stretching rate is greatest in cases of low Mach number 
or high density ratio. For example, at M=1.1, decreas-
ing the density ratio from 0.785 to 0.138 increases the 
stretching rate by a factor of 7, while at M=2, the in-
crease is only 2.5. Similarly, at 7h /p H = 0.785, increas-
ing M from 1.1 to 2.0 increases the stretching rate by 
a factor of 17, while at h/PH= 0.138, the increase is 
only a factor of 6. 
Unfortunately, space limitations prohibit a com-
plete tabulation of the stretching rates for all the flow 
variations described previously. Only the general trends 
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are summarized below, as the full results may be found 
in Reference 11. 
Perturbations to single jet shape did not increase 
the stretching rates beyond the corresponding circular 
jet flows of the same Mach number and light/heavy 
gas density ratio. Since the stretching rate does not 
change, the stretching itself may be maximized by sim-
ply choosing a cross-sectional shape which maximizes 
the deposited vorticity, i.e., minimizes the development 
time. This suggests that the jet should be elongated in 
the direction of the flow, as this provides a larger dis-
tance for baroclinic vorticity generation through mis-
alignment of the density and pressure gradients. For 
example, given a requirement for a certain jet area. an 
elliptical jet elongated in the streamwise direction would 
be preferable to a circular jet. 
Variations in wall spacing also had no effect on the 
stretching rate. However. the sharper the initial inter-
face, the better the stretching. 
The interaction of a reflected shock with the vortex 
pair produced by an incident shock caused was highly 
effective in increasing the stretching rate. For example, 
for the flow of Figure 9, the stretching rate was 0.165. 
This is a 94 % increase in the stretching rate over the 
corresponding canonical flow. It was also found that the 
earlier the reflected shock hit, the better the increase in 
mixing. 
Multiple jet arrays also increased the stretching 
rate, but not as much as the reflected shock. In gen-
eral, the closer the jets initially, the better the increase 
in stretching rate. The most effective configuration was 
horizontal jet pairs. For example, for the flow of Figure 
10, the stretching rate was 0.018, or 29% higher than 
the corresponding canonical flow. 
The next most effective configuration was vertical 
jet pairs. Horizontal jet trios and equilateral jet trios 
were less effective, because the presence of a third body 
effectively slows the entrainment of one vortex pair into 
another. 
In summary, given the requirement for a specified 
total jet area, one should use a several smaller jets rather 
than a single larger jet. Each jet should be elongated 
in the direction of shock passage. The jets should not 
form an evenly spaced array, but rather should be widely 
staggered in closely-spaced pairs, both horizontally and 
vertically. The light/heavy gas density ratio should be 
as small as possible, and the shock should be as strong 
as possible. Finally, one should strive to have reflected 
shocks (or other types of multiple shocks), as early as 
possible. 
Analogy to 3 - D Steady Flows 
Waitz10 has computed a 3-D, steady flow in which 
the primary mechanism of mixing was also baroclinic 
generation of vorticity. His results are shown in Figure 
13. A jet of helium is discharged from a rectangular 
injector, and flows downstream left to right. High speed 
air, passing over the downward sloping ramp on both 
sides of the injector, forms a shock wave at the abrupt 
transition to the combustor floor. As the shock wave 
passes vertically upward through the jet, it generates 
vorticity in the manner described in Figure 1. The front 
and back edges of Waitz's flow are planes of symmetry 
between adjacent injectors. 
Figure 14 shows a 2-D, unsteady computation cor-
responding to Waitz's flow. The geometries are matched 
in the following sense: the upper and lower walls of the 
2-D flow correspond to the planes of symmetry in the 3-
D flow, the left end of the 2-D flow is a wall correspond-
ing to the combustor wall downstream of the injector, 
and the open right end of the 2-D flow corresponds to 
the open top of the injector. The height of the rectan-
gular jet in the 2-D flow corresponds to the width of the 
injector in the 3-D flow. 
In addition to geometry, fluid mechanical parame-
ters are also matched: the light/heavy gas density ratio. 
and pressure and density jumps across the shocks are 
exactly the same: h/PH = 0.082, Jh/Pl = l.949, and 
PZ/Pl = l.597. 
Comparison of these plots shows good agreement 
between the flows, especially up to times t=12 in the 
2-D case. Beyond 1=12, small differences appear in the 
details of the flows, most notably at the downstream 
end of the 2-D structure and at the uppermost portion 
of the 3-D strudure. This is most likely a consequence 
of the different amounts of dissipation in the two flows. 
The 3-D flow has higher viscous and diffusive terms, so 
its flow is much more smeared out. at late times, than 
the 2-D flow. Nevertheless, the general features are still 
fairly well correlated. 
The 2-D and 3-D shock waves are shown schemat-
ically in Figures 15(a),(b). The corresponding equa-
tions for pressure and density jumps across the shock 
are given below. 
2-D: 
3-D: 
P2 = 1 + ~(M2 - 1) 
PI 1'1 + 1 2-D 
P2 hI + l)MLD 
PI hI -l)MLD +2 
M Z _ 2cos(j3 - 6) 
3-D - (sin,B)[sin(2,B - b) - I'lsinb] 
P2 = 1 + ~(Mi_Dsin2,B -1) 
PI 1'1 + 1 
P2 
PI 
hI + I)MLDsin2,B 
hI - I)ML D sinz,B + 2 
Correspondence of the pressure and density jumps re-
quires that M 2 - D = M3- D sin,B, where ,B is determined 
from M 3- D and the turning angle b. Quantitative com-
parison between the 2-D and 3-D flows requires the as-
sociation of time in the 2-D unsteady flow with down-
stream distance in the 3-D steady flow. In that case, a 
velocity (dX/dlh-D may be related to a corresponding 
slope (dz/dX)3-D by the simple relation 
(dx/dl)2_D = m(dz/dxh_D' 
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where m is a conversion factor that is completely de-
termined from the matching process: since the pressure 
and density jumps have been matched across the shock, 
consistency dictates that the motion of the shock be 
matched as well. Therefore, m must satisfy the relation 
M2-D = m tan(,B - b) 
or 
M 2-D 
m = ---==---:=---
tan(,B - b) 
In the 2-D/3-D comparison shown earlier, M 3 - D = 
6 and {j = tan- 1(1/12), so that ,B = 0.2263 rad, M 2-D 
= 1.346, and m = 9.34. With m thus determined, one 
can compare the 2-D trajectory of the center of mass 
fraction and the 3-D jet lift-off. The computations give 
(dX/dl)2-D = 0.18 
and 
(az/dXh-D = 0.017 
so that 
m(dz/dXh-D = (9.34)(0.017) = 0.16. 
The agreement between (dX/dih-D and m(az/xh-D 
is very good, indicating a trajectory correspondence in 
agreement with the matching of geometry, light/hea\-y 
gas density ratio, shock pressure jump, and shock den-
sity jump. Together with the observed qualitative agree-
ment between the developing 2-D and 3-D structures. 
this reinforces the belief that the 2-D unsteady flow can 
be directly associated with a corresponding 3-D steady 
flow. 
Conclusions 
The canonical shock-induced vortical flow is the 2-
D, unsteady passage of a shock wave over a single circu-
lar inhomogeneity ('jet') of light gas. Vorticity is gen-
erated baroclinically due to interaction of the pressure 
gradient from the shock wave and the density gradi-
ent at the light/heavy interface. This vorticity causes 
the jet to roll up and evolve toward a counterrotating 
vortex pair of finite core size. The vortex pair moves 
downstream relative to the ambient fluid due to the mo-
tion each vortex induces in the other. The circulation, 
velocity, and spacing of this vortex pair are essentially 
constant throughout the evolution of the flow. 
The governing equations were integrated for vari-
ous initial conditions, and the above flow variables were 
tabulated from these computations. Independently of 
the computations, closed-form analytical models were 
developed for the circulation, characteristic time of de-
velopment, and normalized velocity. These models all 
agreed quite well with the computational results. 
Various perturbations to the canonical flow were 
considered with the aim of enhancing the mixing of 
the light and heavy gases. Quantitative comparisons 
were based on a stretching rate that is a necessary kine-
matical precursor of true molecular mixing. In general, 
the best mixing is achieved with strong shocks and low 
light/heavy gas density ratios. Also, the jets should be 
elongated normal to the shock, and should form arrays 
of closely spaced pairs, spaced far apart. Finally, re-
flected (or other multiple) shocks should be utilized, if 
possible, and the interaction should take place before 
the vortex pair formed by the incident shock has fully 
developed. 
The above results were derived from studies of 2-D, 
unsteady flows, while real technological applications are 
more likely to be 3-D and steady. There exists an anal-
ogy between spatial development in the 3-D, steady flow 
and temporal development in the 2-D. unsteady flow 
that can be used to relate the two flows. This analogy 
was described mathematically, and used to construct an 
equivalent 2-D, unsteady flow corresponding to another 
investigator's computation of a particular 3-D, steady 
flow. The resulting flows agreed very well, both quali-
tatively and quantitatively. 
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Figure 13 - Waitz's 3-D Steady Computation [Reproduced from Ref. 10 with permission) 
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